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Abstract

Stack models require consideration of interactions between cells owing to practical variation of cell model parameters and different
location/environment in the stack leading to thermal, electrical and mass transfer gradients. A previously developed voltage/current distribution
model (electrical interaction) was extended and validated using two types of anomalies (bus plate material change, partially inactive cell located
at the stack center), two anomaly locations and one or two anomalies within the stack. A measurement method for the principal cell interaction
d nomaly.
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amping factor is discussed which can be used to easily and approximately predict the number of cells that are impacted by an a
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. Introduction

The development of proton exchange membrane fuel cells
or automotive, stationary and portable electrical power has
eceived considerable attention in recent years. Computa-
ional design tools have kept pace with these advances, rang-
ng from simple algebraic equations to fully coupled mass
nd thermal transport in three dimensions[1]. These models
trive to describe all significant processes affecting the per-
ormance of a unit cell including electrical/electrochemical
henomena, which offer significant cost savings in terms of

esting and design cycle time.
Fuel cells generally comprise an assembly of single cells.

hese single cells are not identical from a manufacturing
tandpoint or have a different location/environment in the
tack which can lead to performance inequalities during op-
ration resulting in thermal, electrical (via shared bipolar
lates) and mass transfer gradients between cells, and there-

� This paper was presented at the 2004 Fuel Cell Seminar, San Antonio,
X, USA.

fore in cell interactions or coupling. This terminology is p
ferred, for example, over the more common term of
rent/voltage distribution to emphasize the potential ‘in
tion’ of healthy cells located near an anomalous cell.
interaction is an important model feature, for example
define manufacturing tolerances for cell components, t
curately predict stack behavior or to assess series relia
Most fuel cell stack models do not completely address
teractions between cells and little information is availa
From this standpoint, reactant flow distribution was bri
discussed[2] and, a stack model including temperature
prescribed reactant flow distributions was derived for a s
oxide fuel cell[3].

A first attempt was made to evaluate the character an
portance of these effects for thermal interactions in pr
exchange membrane fuel cells with particular emphas
simplicity to achieve rapid computational convergence[4,5].
More recently, a similar electrical interaction model was
veloped for the same application including an efficient
merical method to solve the nonlinear coupled system[6,7].
Validation of the full model and an asymptotic solution
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 604 412 3186; fax: +1 604 453 3782.
E-mail address: jean.st-pierre@ballard.com (J. St-Pierre).

presented here. The unit cells are described by simple, steady-
state, 1 + 1-dimensional models appropriate for straight reac-
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Nomenclature

A summation term coefficient
c1 dimensionless membrane/electrode assembly

resistivity
CO flow field channel oxygen concentration
Cref oxygen reference concentration
C� computational parameter
E0 open-circuit voltage
F Faraday constant
G cell interaction damping factor
G1 principal cell interaction damping factor
i through-plane current density
ĩ dimensionless through-plane current density

perturbation
i0 exchange current density
i* transition current density
I in-plane length specific current
j cell number
J number of cells impacted by an anomaly
k interaction term detection limit
Lt bipolar plate thickness
n summation parameter
r2 correlation coefficient
R gas constant
Rt membrane/electrode assembly ohmic resis-

tance
T temperature
V cell voltage
Ṽ dimensionless cell voltage perturbation
W parameter (Wagner number analog)
x flow field channel coordinate
x̃ dimensionless flow field channel coordinate

Greek symbols
αc cathode reaction charge transfer coefficient
δ mass transfer coefficient
λ bipolar plate length-specific resistivity
λb bus plate length-specific resistivity
λe end plate length-specific resistivity
λ* dimensionless bipolar plate resistivity
ρs bipolar plate volume-specific resistivity

tant gas channel designs. The linear, asymptotic version of
the model is used to give analytic insight into the effect of the
coupling, including estimates of the coupling extent in terms
of the number of adjacent cells affected.

2. Model summary

The core model element is the previously developed unit
cell model[8] simplified and extended by a more detailed
description of current/voltage distribution within bipolar and

end plates. The main model assumptions are:

• Straight channel design;
• High fuel cell aspect ratio motivates consideration of a

1 + 1-dimensional model (along the flow field channel,
through the membrane) with averaged quantities over the
channel-to-channel direction;

• Catalyst layers have zero thickness;
• Linear temperature profile between cell inlet and outlet;
• Reactant streams obey the ideal gas law;
• Reactant streams are transported by convection with a

common average velocity;
• Reactant streams are saturated with water vapor;
• Anode kinetics are neglected;
• Water vapor condensation immediately occurs upon reach-

ing over-saturation conditions;
• Liquid water presence in reactant flow field channels and

gas diffusion electrodes is neglected;
• Membrane hydration and its relationship to conductivity

is neglected;
• Membrane water crossover from one compartment to the

other is neglected.

Some of these assumptions lead to a convenient model
reduction avoiding the iterative process associated with re-
actant counter-flow operation and resulting in faster compu-
t s). A
m
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ation (removal of membrane and anode dependencie
odified Butler–Volmer relationship is used:

= E0 − iRt − RT

Fαc
ln

iCref

i0(CO − δi)
(1)

q. (1) was further extended to relax the constrainti < CO/δ
or computational reasons by introducingi* = (CO − C�)/δ.
q. (1) is used fori < i* , whereas Eq.(2) is used fori ≥ i* :

= E0 − i∗Rt − RT

Fαc
ln

i∗Cref

i0C�

−
(

Rt + RT

Fαc

(
1

i∗
+ δ

C�

))
(i − i∗) (2)

his simple unit cell model was found to satisfactorily r
esent experimental data obtained for different oxidant
chiometries[8]. In a stack environment, where individu
ells can be subjected to different operating conditions
ocal current density values can be different leading to
lane bipolar plate currents. The unknown voltage for e
ell, denoted byVj(x), is derived by local current (throug
lane current densityi, in-plane length specific currentI) and
oltage balances (Fig. 1):

dIj/j+1(x)

dx
= ij(x) − ij+1(x) (3)

dVj(x)

dx
= λ(Ij−1/j(x) − Ij/j+1(x)) (4)

hereλ =ρs/Lt represents the length-specific resistivity
he bipolar plate. Differentiation of Eq.(4)and using(3) leads
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Fig. 1. Bipolar plate voltage (left) and current balances (right).

to the fundamental voltage equation for electrical interactions
between cells:

d2Vj(x)

dx2 − λ(ij−1(x) − 2ij(x) + ij+1(x)) = 0 (5)

The equation set(5) is solved using Eqs.(1) and (2), and
boundary conditions (zero in-plane currents at inlet and out-
let) and modifications to voltage and current balances at the
end plates (bus plate and its connection, electrically insulating
plates inserted after the bus plates). The channel oxygen con-
centrations change with consumption and so are determined
non-locally by the local current densitiesij(x). These oxygen
concentrations in turn affect the voltage balance Eq.(1) and
so represent non-local coupling in the voltage equations.

Linear analysis of the model equations leads to analytical
solutions for the through-plane current disturbance including
a cell interaction damping factor useful to define the number
of cells impacted by an anomaly:

ĩj(x̃) =
∞∑

n=1

AnG
|j|
n cos(nπx̃) (6)

Gn = 2 + n2π2W −
√

(2 + n2π2W)2 − 4

2
, W = c1

λ∗
(7)

where W represents an analog to the Wagner number[9]
a em-
b ar
p tor
G -
i
0 ith
r

If it is assumed that the cell voltage is located within the
ohmic regime and the principal interaction parameter controls
the behavior, Eq.(6) leads to the cell voltage perturbation:

Ṽ j(x̃) ≈ RtA1G
j
1 cos(πx̃) (8)

The cell voltage perturbation difference between two loca-
tions is therefore:

log(Ṽ j(x̃1) − Ṽ j(x̃0))

≈ log(RtA1(cos(πx̃1) − cos(πx̃0))) + j logG1 (9)

Therefore, a plot of the left hand side of Eq.(9) versusj
would provide an experimental measurement of the principal
cell interaction parameter that can be compared to the Eq.(7)
estimate. An estimate of the number of cells impacted by an
anomaly can also be derived from Eq.(6) by determining for
which j value the termGj

1 decays to a predetermined valuek:

J = logk

logG1
(10)

Some minor modifications were made to the model to take
account of the different cell performance obtained during the
validation tests, to implement the specific anomaly type in-
vestigated and to account for the presence of a bipolar plate
located besides the bus plates. Thec1 andλ* parameter val-
ues were changed, to take account of polarization curve and
b ear-
l
0 mass
t rac-
t d
f es
a ells.

T
S ther re

ll mode

cell sta

A

G
r 8
J
k 6
nd is the ratio of the dimensionless resistivity of the m
rane/electrode assemblyc1 andλ* , a dimensionless bipol
late resistivity. The principal cell interaction damping fac
1 tends to 1 whenW tends to 0 (bipolar plate effect dom

nates with resulting strong coupling), whereasG1 tends to
whenW tends to∞ (cell resistance effect dominates w

esulting weak coupling).

able 1
ummary of the principal cell interaction damping factor values and o

Experimental (15-cell stack) Fu

100 A 200 A 300 A 15-

100

1 0.80 0.83 0.79 0.65
2 0.65 0.86 0.75 0.96

6 10 10 5
0.262 0.155 0.095 0.11
us plate material differences between this work and
ier results[7], from respectively 0.150 (c1) and 19 (λ* ) to
.335 and 9.5. These changes reflect kinetic, ohmic and

ransport modifications. As a result, the principal cell inte
ion damping factorG1 computed from Eq.(7) has change
rom 0.76[6] to 0.83 (Table 1). Such a high value indicat

potential for strong electrical interactions between c

lated parameters

l Eq.(7)

ck 100-Cell stack (300 A)

200 A 300 A

0.64 0.61 0.72 0.83
0.954 0.978 0.978 –
6 7 9 –
0.069 0.031 0.050 –
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A partially inactive cell was selected as an anomaly located
within a stack. In this case, the through-plane current density
is invariably equal to 0 over part of the active area (1/3 was
selected). The current balance needs to be modified and the
ij(x) term is eliminated (Fig. 1). As a result the derivation
used for Eq.(5) leads to:

d2Vj(x)

dx2 − λ(ij−1(x) + ij+1(x)) = 0, x ≤ L

3
(11)

Since the local through-plane current density is equal to 0, it-
erative computations cannot be performed using this variable.
Rather, the iterative formulation based on the voltage variable
was used (more details about the voltage and current iterative
formulations are provided in[6]). One of the end cells bipolar
plates is adjacent to a bus plate. Therefore, in-plane currents
can circulate in either plate (parallel arrangement) depend-
ing on the relative resistivity of each material. The end plate
resistivity was therefore defined as:

1

λe
= 1

λb
+ 1

λ
(12)

3. Experimental

A 15-cell Mk 902 stack with the hydrogen stream in
c d (in
t o
b ere
s ll in-
t as
a .64,

F ult of
( outlet
l

1.78, 1.82, 1.58 for respective currents of 100, 150, 200,
300 A) and by selecting the approach used to create an
anomaly. More specifically, the use of larger stoichiometries
for smaller currents is justified to maintain a sufficient re-
actant flow rate circulating in each cell and consequently
to ensure a uniform flow distribution. Other operating con-
ditions were (air/H2): 67/70◦C dew points, 3.04/3.04 bara,
70◦C coolant inlet temperature with a coolant flow rate set
to achieve a temperature rise of 10◦C, 1.53 fuel stoichiome-
try. In addition, the electrical anomaly size introduced within
the stack was selected to maximize the observable effect.
Two types of anomalies were considered (Fig. 2); stainless
steel replacing copper as the bus plate material (respective
resistivity values of 7.4× 10−7 and 1.7× 10−8 � m), inac-
tive section near the inlet of the middle cell 8 (1/3 of its
active area length). It should be emphasized that these spe-
cific selections may not necessarily be representative of the
anomalies that are observed. For example, whereas local in-
active areas can develop as a result of degradation, an error
in the bus plate material is significantly less likely to occur in
practice. However, the anomalies investigated were selected
because they were easy to implement and provided oppor-
tunities to test model validity beyond the required range of
interest. The active area reduction was achieved by covering
the membrane/electrode assembly with a KaptonTM film on
both the cathode and anode sides (high temperature resis-
t ex-
p f cell
8

were
s ions
a
a he
b
A l in-
t com-
p tion
f ec-
t and
3

F ts and
m

ounter-flow to both coolant and air streams was use
his context, the cell inlet indicated inFig. 2a corresponds t
oth air and coolant inlets). The operating conditions w
elected to minimize the presence of other types of ce
eraction (thermal interaction, flow distribution). This w
chieved using sufficiently large air stoichiometries (3

ig. 2. Schematic cell configuration and current redistribution as a res
a) resistive bus plate material and (b) inactive cell area. The inlet and
ocations refer to both air and coolant streams.
ance polymer impermeable to oxygen) resulting in an
ected current density increase of 1.5 in the remainder o
.

For each operating condition, voltage measurements
imultaneously performed for all cells at several locat
long the flow field direction (straight channel design[10])
nd all within the active area (inlet, middle, outlet). T
us plate connection locations are also indicated inFig. 2.
s an indication of the absence of other types of cel

eraction, baseline voltage measurements were also
leted for all cells (two Cu bus plates, no inactive sec

or any of the cells) yielding standard deviations of resp
ively 3–5, 6–10, 5–6 and 8–12 mV at 100, 150, 200
00 A (Fig. 3).

ig. 3. Comparison between stack voltage distribution measuremen
odel computations for the case of two copper bus plates.
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4. Results and discussion

Fig. 3illustrates a comparison between the model predic-
tions and experimental data in the absence of anomalies. It
is observed that the model can adequately predict stack per-
formance for a normal operating cell. More specifically, the
current bus plate design leads to negligible end cell effects
even at 300 A. The voltage is constant along the cell length
especially for the cells located near the bus plates.

Fig. 2a illustrates the resistive bus plate case (stainless
steel). At the negative bus plate, the current cannot easily cir-
culate along its length resulting in a significant voltage drop.
As a result, the through-plane current density for the first cell
decreases towards the cell outlet leading to a larger cell volt-
age. This situation is reversed at the positive bus plate leading
to lower current densities near the cell inlet and hence higher
cell voltages. For cells located between the end cells, bipo-
lar plates allow current to redistribute due to the existence
of voltage gradients between cell inlet and outlet. As a re-
sult, the size of the voltage difference between cell inlet and
outlet decreases away from the bus plates. Copper bus plates
being more conductive do not lead to such disturbances since
current circulates more easily with little voltage drop (Cu/Cu
and Cu/stainless steel bus plates combinations) resulting in
more even current distribution and little cell voltage differ-
ence between cell inlet and outlet.

this
c plate
l cells,
t ell
v wer
n t de-
c ution
i ge is
l and
a lous
c lt-
a due
t ease
o se on
t tage,
w l (see
F

d,
t de of
t l pa-
r odel
s sity.
F data
a l bus
p he
c
s cell.
T here
t volt-
a ctions

Fig. 4. Comparison between stack voltage distribution measurements and
model computations for the case of two stainless steel bus plates: (a) 100 A,
(b) 200 A and (c) 300 A.

for cell 8 inFig. 6). At this position, the local current density
can reach values up to 1.8 A cm−2 (200 A total current) with
an associated large local voltage gradient[7] spread over an
extended region (approximately one-third of the active area
length). A small voltage measurement location change, cor-
responding to∼7% of the active area length, was found to
be sufficient to almost eliminate this discrepancy (Fig. 7).
All the experimental results of Figs 4–6 and the correspond-
ing model predictions are illustrated inFig. 8, demonstrat-
ing a significantly high degree of correlation (r2 = 0.988) and
model predictive capability.

The validity of Eq.(9)was investigated by considering the
experimental and modeling results ofFig. 5, which shows the
stainless steel bus plate perturbation decay until it virtually
disappears (model curves converge to the same voltage value
towards the negative bus plate/cell 1 direction). In addition,
Eq.(9) was derived with the objective to maximize the value
of an observable (using only one cell voltage value at a given
location would not have been as sensitive).Fig. 9 illustrates
Fig. 2b illustrates the inactive inlet cell area case. For
ase, the current is forced to circulate along the bipolar
ength on both sides of the inactive area. For adjacent
he situation is similar to theFig. 2a case. As a result, the c
oltage near the inlet is high (low current density) but lo
ear the middle and outlet sections of the cells. This effec
reases away from the anomaly due to current redistrib
n the bipolar plates. As for the anomalous cell, the volta
owest near the middle (highest current density region)
lmost unaffected near the cell outlet. As for the anoma
ell inlet, the cell voltage is low. The origin of this low vo
ge is not electrochemical (the cell is inactive) but rather

o in-plane current circulation leading to a voltage decr
n one side of the anomalous cell and a voltage increa

he other side. The net effect is a decrease in cell vol
hich in extreme cases can lead to cell voltage reversa
igs. 6c and 7).

It was found that for each of theFig. 2 cases discusse
he model reproduces the shape as well as the magnitu
he disturbance effect without the need to refit the mode
ameters (beyond the modifications discussed in the m
ummary section) for a significant range of current den
ig. 4 illustrates a comparison between experimental
nd model predictions for the case of two stainless stee
lates whereasFig. 5illustrates a similar comparison for t
ase of one copper and one stainless steel bus plate, andFig. 6
hows the comparison for the case of a partially inactive
he most significant discrepancy occurs in a region w

he largest current densities are predicted (middle cell
ge near the interface between the inactive and active se
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Fig. 5. Comparison between stack voltage distribution measurements and
model computations for the case of one stainless steel bus plate and one
copper bus plate: (a) 100 A, (b) 200 A and (c) 300 A.

the results for the 300 A case (cell numbering was reversed for
convenience) andTable 1summarizes the principal cell inter-
action damping factor values for all three current densities. It
is observed that both experimental data and full model com-
putations follow Eq.(9) but to different degrees as evidenced
by the different regression coefficient values (Table 1). Better
agreement is found for the model than for the experimental
data. This may be attributed to experimental error and small
number of data points used for correlation. Experimental volt-
age differences lower than 10 mV were ignored since this ap-
proximately corresponded to the standard deviation reported
in Section3. The G1 value derived from the model data is
significantly different from the value derived from Eq.(7).
This difference is ascribed to the assumption made to derive
Eq. (7). Only the main term in Eq.(6) was retained (n = 1),
which implies that all the other terms have some impact while
maintaining the semi-log character of Eq.(9). More impor-
tantly, there is a significant difference between experimental

Fig. 6. Comparison between stack voltage distribution measurements and
model computations for the case of a partially inactive cell 8 near the inlet
area: (a) 100 A, (b) 150 A and (c) 200 A.

and modelG1 values. As already mentioned, this is likely due
to experimental error. Another possibility is to consider that
the asymptotic solution was derived for an anomaly located
within a stack rather than at one of its end. Still another pos-

Fig. 7. Comparison between stack voltage distribution measurements and
model computations for the case of a partially inactive cell 8 near the inlet
area and 200 A. Cell voltage measurement location for the middle cell case
was modified by a value equivalent to∼7% of the active area length.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between all stack voltage distribution measurements
(Figs. 4–6) and model computations (Figs. 4–6).

sibility is the disrupting presence of other anomalies (see last
paragraph of Section4). More data and analysis are required
to resolve this discrepancy. This is particularly important to
easily predict the number of cells impacted by an anomaly
Eq.(10), which requires aG1 and ak estimate. Ak estimate is
obtained from Eq.(10)by determining the number of cells at
the intersection of Eq.(9) fits (Fig. 9) with the 0.01 ordinate
value (10 mV represents the assumed detection limit based on
the observed standard deviation) and using the correspond-
ing G1 value. Results appear inTable 1and indicate that 0.1
represents an achievable value ofk within the present setup
and measurement accuracy. The number of cells impacted by
an anomaly varies from 5 to 10 and, model and experimental
estimates roughly agree with each other.

By comparison, the number of cells impacted by a ther-
mal anomaly is less and ranges from 2 to 3 for the same
stack design and similar operating conditions[4,5]. The dif-
ference suggests that an independent evaluation is required
to properly account for different effects during stack design
activities. The difference also provides additional support to
the small impact of this particular interaction on the experi-
mental results.

Computations were performed with a larger stack to ver-
ify whether or not the proximity of both stack ends has an
effect on cell interaction, to gain a better understanding of
computational requirements and to investigate the effect of
a ered

F mea-
s eel bus
p

Fig. 10. 100-Cell stack voltage distribution model computations for the case
of one anomalous bus plate (either stainless steel, nickel or aluminum) and
one copper bus plate at 300 A. Model curves correspond to inlet, middle and
outlet locations.

(only anomaly location, type and quantity were considered).
A 100-cell stack was chosen with the same configuration
as used for theFig. 5 results (positive bus plate material
change) using different bus plate materials of the same thick-
ness as copper (stainless steel; nickel, 6.8× 10−8 � m; alu-
minum, 2.7× 10−8 � m) and a flow field channel discretized
to 32 grid points. Convergence was obtained in 280 s with a
2.66 GHz Pentium 4 microcomputer equipped with 767 MB
of RAM. For comparison, similar computations required 4.4 s
for a 15-cell stack. TheFig. 10results show a similar behavior
as illustrated inFig. 5. It does appear that the number of cells
impacted by an anomaly does not depend on the anomaly size.
This observation is not experimentally valid as the detection
sensitivity is not infinite (order of 10 mV), which may re-
sult in an apparent anomaly size effect. Furthermore, a closer
look revealed small differences due to the different stack size
as illustrated inFig. 9. The number of cells impacted by the
anomaly has increased from 7 to 9 (Table 1). This is due
to interactions between anomalies. In the 100-cell stack, the
anomaly is still present after 16 cells (∼1 mV, Fig. 9), which
can lead to a significant in-plane current in a bipolar plate
(∼0.02 A). Consequently, the two bus plates in a 15-cell stack
can interact although this may not be detectable. The model
is useful to properly size a stack for single anomaly studies
requiring cell interaction minimization.

5

ton
e using
t tially
i dif-
f lting
p tack
d l tests
n t re-
s ymp-
t thod
t The
a esti-
n anomaly size which was not experimentally consid

ig. 9. Comparison between cell inlet and outlet voltage difference
urements and model computations for the case of one stainless st
late and one copper bus plate, and 300 A.
. Conclusion

An electrical interaction model was developed for pro
xchange membrane fuel cell stacks and was validated
wo types of anomalies (bus plate material change, par
nactive cell located within a stack), two locations and
erent quantities of anomalies (one or two). The resu
redictive capability can be used to accelerate fuel cell s
esign iterations and reduce the number of experimenta
eeded for design validation thereby saving significan
ources. Furthermore, the approximate validity of an as
otic solution was demonstrated leading to a potential me
o measure the principal cell interaction damping factor.
symptotic solution also led to a simple expression to
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mate the number of cells impacted by an anomaly (first-order
estimate). Additional work is also required to further validate
the cell anomaly propagation distance estimation method.
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